FSLC partners assisted 2 people (or less than 1%) out of 8,363 people targeted. The response was substantially below the targeted for Eastern Ukraine and continued to drop in May. Cumulatively, 749 beneficiaries, or 9% of the total people targeted. Danish Refugee Council contributed 100% of the total number of people targeted in May with livelihood grants for non-agricultural inputs.

Under the COVID-19 development and quarantine measures, small and micro-enterprises need additional support to overcome the negative consequences of unexpected economic recession. There is need to scale up activities under this response objective which include support to small and micro-enterprise, jobs creation and life scale training to reduce the threat on food security of the vulnerable households.

**PEOPLE TARGETED IN HRP**

- **8.4K** targeted in 2020 HRP (GCA)

**PEOPLE ASSISTED**

- **2** HRP
- **100%** Female beneficiaries
  - Adult

**Response modality**

- **100%** Livelihoods grants (household level, non-agricultural)

**MONTHLY RESPONSE AND GAP**

- **GCA**
  - # of beneficiaries assisted:
    - Jan: 7,954
    - Feb: 8,242
    - Mar: 8,169
    - Apr: 8,340
    - May: 8,361
  - Gap

**PARTNERS**

- **1** FSL Cluster partner provided livelihood support (1 INGO)